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Large staff turnover hits
SJSU housing program
By Randy Robertson
Rick Romagosa Daily staff photographer

Drug symposium speakers Warren Grimes, left, Gloria Baxter and Michael
(’ubic react to Cubie’s remark. ’Sat I was a black man . . .

Drugs called blacks’ scourge
By Nick Fisher
Daily staff writer

A panel of three counselors and social workers addressed the problem of
drug abuse in the black community
Thursday night as part of a series of
events for February’s African Awareness Month.
"Drugs and alcohol really contrib-

ale to lie destruction iii out column,
nity," said Dr. Michael Cubic, the program director of Sobriety and Education
Through Peer Support, which is the
only black drug-treatment program in
Santa Clara County.
Drugs are destructive to AfricanAmericans because "they play right
into the system’s hands." a system that
See DRUGS, page 6

Daily staff writer

’It’s not unusual for a
system of this size to
have 10 percent of
your staff turn over.’

Since Aug. I. II resident advisers
IRA. s) have left SJSU’s housing program, compared to two for all of the previous school year. according to former and
current R.A.’s.
Jean Marie Scott,
The vacancies, mostly through resigassociate director of residential life
nations, have been because new housing
administrators are inconsistent and hurting
morale, said Craig Rond, 25. who re- of this size to have I() percent of your staff
signed as an R. A. before last semester.
turnover," she said.
Rond said the housing program is
Fredrick Najjar. director of university
"like a volcano waiting to erupt." His housing services, agreed that the rate is not
comments were echoed by two current and above the norm.
two former resident advisers.
"If anything, it is on the lower end,"
Given that there are 54 resident advis- Najjar said. "That’s not high. We have a
ers, 11 departing is not unusual, said Jean large staff. The job entails a lot of work.
Marie Scott. associate director of resi- It’s not easy."
dential life. "It’s not unusual for a system
Bret Cappelluti. 23. a former two-

year resident adviser and current student,
said that Scott has taken on too many responsibilities so "a lot of things slip
through the cracks."
It’s Scott’s policy that all R .A.’s first
clear interviews with the media through
housing officials. Several attempts were
made to contact other R.A.s. including
four who were suggested by Scott, but
only one wished to he interviewed. One
said that even attributing "no comment"
to him could get him in trouble. One other
person suggested by Scott did not return a
phone call.
One who would talk, first-year R.A.
Barbara Johnson, said, The job entails a
lot of time and emotional input." The 20year old English major said that she sees
no problem with the housing administration.
See TURNOVER, page 6

Radio
station
improves
reception

Students given chance to be condom connoiseurs
Giveaways part of
campus contest
By Michael Moeller
Daily staff writer

Hearts, long-stemmed roses.
and candy are all things that most
people associate with Valentine’s
Day, but two SJSU students are
more interested in the rating of
condoms.
While this might sound a little
bizarre to some people, to Jennifer Jo Kessler and Ron Lynch,
it is the best way they feel to help
prevent the spread of AIDS.
Today, these two students will
be passing out I .500 sample bags
and a survey sheet in between
classes to students passing by the
Student Union. The sample bags
are all a part of the Great Condom
Rating Contest, designed to help
promote AIDS awareness and to
inform students on campuses
around the Bay Area about the
use of a condom.
"I got involved in it when I
was part of A.S., the project
seemed to be worthwhile and I
thought it would be fun." said
Kessler, a senior. "It was one
way the topic of AIDS and the use
of rubbers could not be so taboo.
People need to hear about the options of safe sex and the effect
that AIDS can have on a person."
"Before I did this I was involved with the walk for AIDS.
You see, I have a friend that has
AIDS and there is no way that I
could really help him, so maybe
this will do some good in an indi- Jennifer Jo Kessler and Iton
rect way," Lynch said.
The contest is organized by the of the surveys that were given out
Stanford AIDS Education Project were returned and the majority of
but is sponsored by various con- those gage from my friends,"
dom makers. This year. five dif- Kessler said. "People have to referent makers donated a total of turn the survey in order for us to
10,500 condoms to SJSU for the keep getting the donations from
contest today. But the condoms the manufacturers, that is the
are given on a condition, that the most important thing of the whole
project. Even if you don’t have a
results of the survey be returned.
Last year only I percent of all person that you are active with,

Christine De Graw
Daily staff writer

Laughter and music could be
heard from the SJSU Studio
Theatre Friday and Saturday, as
radio station KSJS hosted a party
to celebrate the installation of its
new $70,000 transmitter.
Approximately 40 people were
on hand as SJSU Academic Vice
President Arlene Okerlund turned
off the old transmitter and, after a
few blows to the remote control by
Faculty Advisor Mike Adams,
SJSU President Gail Fullerton
turned on the new transmitter.
"Ten years ago. I was told that
KSJS was dying." Okerlund said
at the ceremony. "I’m glad to be
here today and have the old one
(transmitter) out of my life."

Rick Romagosa Daily

staff photographer

lynch will be passing out condoms and surveys today as part of a condom rating contest.
you can still open them up and
take a look. When I first started
this I had no idea that there were
so many different types."
This is the second year that
Kessler has decided to head up
the project here at SJSU. According to Kessler, the responses she
recieved from the students that
she talked to was almost all post-

ye.
Kessler said that only a few
people approached her last year
and told her what she was doing
was wrong and immoral. Because
of the great success of last year,
Kessler said that she didn’t under
stand why people didn’t return
their surveys. The more that are
returned the more condoms that

will be donated.
Next year Kessler hopes to get
more involvement front the fraternites and sororities around campus to help advertise and promote
this project. This year Kappa
Sigma fraternity helped Kessler
prepare the bags so they could be
handed out on time.
See CONDOMS...page 6

The new 250 watt transmitter.
located on Coyote Point at Santa
Teresa Park, shares a tower with
radio station KSJO, both of which
lease the space from Santa Clara
County. Approximately $400 a
month rent for the space will be
paid by the state. said KSJS Engineer Robert Martin.
This position, 150 feet above
sea level, makes it possible for the
station to broadcast further than it
did when located on Wahlquist Library. which operated at sea-level
with 1,(XX) watts.
"The old transmitter was not in
the proper position. the high-rises
affected the signal and it may have
been creating a hazzard of high
radio frequency and we chose to
move." Martin said.
"We increased coverage 100
percent." he added. "We can be
heard clear to Hollister and San
Juan Bautista to Candlestick
See KSJS. page 6

1990-91 budget MEE at San Jose State

Enrollment increase at SJSU a ’mixed blessing’
By Rob Neill
and Adam Steinhauer
Daily staff writers

The CSU system gets about $.04
out of every dollar spent by the
state of California but SJSU will
still have to skimp on some services to make $5 million in cuts because it doesn’t. have enough
money.
Students see the effects in longer
lines at admissions and records.
fuller classrooms and buildings in
need of repair.
SJSU’s projected 1990-1991
budget involves $200 million, although actual money from the

and taxpayers who have long been
unwilling to vote a tax increase arc
a few of the contributors to SJSU’s
budget problems.
state, the university’s general
Governor George Deukmejian’s
fund. $156 million will likely be budget proposal, Senate Bill 1765.
reduced before the governor signs falls $80 million short of what runthe budget by June IS.
ning the CSU system will cost
The general fund covers most according to Associate Vice PresiSJSU programs not self-financing dent of Business Affairs Connie
or funded by other sources. The Sauer.
residence halls, parking, continuThe Chancellor’s office has aling education and federally funded ready told its campuses that it will
financial aid programs ate not cov- not fund merit raises for non-facered by the general fund.
ulty staff so the CSU can save $34
Increased enrollment, a slower million.
state economy, a frugal governor,
But there will be raises anyhow,
student opposition to fee increases. according to Dean of Student Serv-

Last in a series

ices Dean Batt. They a ill he paid
for with monies budgeted for pro
grams and services.
"Every year I rob Peter to pa)
Paul." Batt said.
Some money saved each year b)
the smaller CSU campuses goes
into a fund to be divided between
all the CSU universities the follow
ing year. SJSU, however, is not
one of the contributors.
"We always run (money reserves) down real close, one yea
there was $3 left," said Connie
Sauer, Associate Executive Vicepresident of Business and Fianancial Services.
See BUDGET, page 6

!

Cuts needed: S5mil.

Calculating
where SJSU
gets its money:
$139 million: State of
California money.
$44 million: Federal
and self-financing
programs.
$17 million: Student
fees.
$3.6 million: Lottery
money (est.).
Daily Graphic- Rob Nwii
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Letters to the Editor
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One must know all the facts

FORUM

Campus Voice

Others develop,
America sleeps
I lisle ought to he J sign greeting tourists to
this country.
’ ’Welcome to sucker country..
While pans of the rest of the world are discovering and fighting for political freedom. we
are politically asleep. Consider the savings and
loan rip-off. First, a few rich hankers steal ’WOO
billion from their customers, then their stooges
and minions in Congress and the administration
forces taxpayers to bail out those customers with
another it-UN) billion while those hankers meet
no penalty.
Think about all the time SJSU spends at
work just to he in school and pay $453 a semester in tuition. $400 billion divided among 30,000 SJSU students is $13.3 million per student!
How many SJSt ’ students have heard of the
Savings and Loan ui -i it t ’ It is not a crisis as the
media calls it. it is a rip-off, plain and simple.
How many protested? Did anything? Yet.
when some televangelists stole a few million,
the entire country was indiginant and cried foul
and wanted blood spilled. all in self-righteous
tones. Where are those people now? I do not
support televangclists stealing money. hut don’t
you think hankers. Sen. Alan Cranston et al. deserve some jail time too’! If we have lost faith in
televangelism, what about our faith in banks?
We are so easily taken in.
And our faith in government? Social Security is a retirement insurance program. It is not a
tax and certainly not revenue for government to
use. The government is only a truster. Yet, a
spineless, gutless government that refuses to
tackle a national debt of $4,((X),(XX),000,000
($4 trillion or $133 million for every SJSU student) uses Social Security to lower the federal
deficit, ensuring there won’t be any money in
the Social Security fund when you retire. Your
kids will he paying your benefits at about a 50
percent tax rate to maintain the same level of
benefits or your benefits will be reduced. Either
way you get the shaft. The Republicans and
Democrats are both to blame. Really. there is no
difference between the two. They both steal in
daylight. And why not? The public is asleep
and/or drugged.
- President Bush and Congress are arguing
not to cut the defense budget substantially to reduce the deficit, even though we are in peace
times. Their bosses in the defense industry (also
_tlipijggest yampaign contributors) have asked
them not too. I suspect. This country must always be prepared for war: the enemy can strike
any time. What bull doo-doo.
Manuel Noriega was one person that
needed to be brought to trial. But at what cost?
59 American lives, 2.000 Panamanian lives,
20.(XX) Panamanians dislocated and homeless.
While we were making Panama safe for Americans and Panamanians, 20 Americans died on
the day of the invasion in this country due to
drug related crimes. How about making America safe for Americans? While you were so
quick to buy the government and media’s story
of how had Noriega was (while they showed you
TV pictures of Noriega waving a sword and
speaking a foreign language what else could you
think) did you consider that the U.N. vote was
150 to 3 condemning the invasion. Did you consider issues of national sovereignity? Did you
consider that we have historically treated the
peoples of Central and Latin America as less
than equals, with bully and gun power. After all
we "liberate" countries and our soon-to-be exenemy Russia (until we find a new enemy) invades countries.
No, we are too busy getting ready for
Oasis, Cactus Club and One Step Beyond (as we
sometimes should). Have fun. The party will not
last.
"Welcome to sucker country. ’George
Pinto is a graduate student in philosophy and
wrote this piece for Campus Voice
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Cupid’s arrow lands in Mexico
It is always better to be a man of
few words, you never know when
you have to eat them. I learned this
lesson in a peculiar way.
Two years ago, my friend Jesse
took a vacation to his homeland in
Mexico. He was there for one
month. When he came back, he
told everyone about this magnificent woman that he had met and
’ would soon marry.
I remember all his friends including myself, telling him that he
was crazy. Ni) one in their right
mind would -ever do anything similar, it would never work out.
On Jan. 14, 1989, Jesse and
Rosa became one, by getting married in San Jose.
In August of 1989, a family
emergency led me to visit my
homeland in Mexico. A few days
before I came back. I decided to
take a short vacation in Acapulco.
I had a great time. I ate, drank

REPORTERS’ FORUM

BY ADOLFO TORRES
and did everything conceivable to
a human being. Then on my last
day in Acapulco. I met Leticia.
Leticia was quite different from
all of the women I had met in my
life. She was sophisticated, educated and sensitive. She won my
heart in no time.
I met her in the pool of the hotel
where she and I were staying. She
had a special smile that made any

man go crazy by seeing it. I just
had to know more about her.
After we had dinner and danced
at Acapulco’s News Night Club,
we went to the hotel’s pool. It was
there that I opened my heart to her
and asked her to be my girlfriend.
Her immediate answer was "yes."
We exchanged addresses and
phone numbers, then each of us
went our own way.
In November of 1989 she came
from Monterrey, Mexico and met
my family and friends. On Dec.
26, I gave her a ring in the El Palenque Restaurant in Monterrey,
Mexico.
I know that Leticia and I will
soon follow in the same footsteps
as Jesse and Rosa. When? I do not
know.
But since then. I have learned to
keep all comments to myself.
Adolfo C. Tort-es i.s a Daily staff
writer

Laziness in recycling good for vagrant
Everyday he would he out there
searching and looking.
What he usually finds nobody
wants. It’s usually tossed out with
just a product of
no thought
mass consumption.
The reward for his hard work is
an aluminum can. Most mornings
outside of my residence hall I see
him. He is a homeless person.
He goes through the garbage
dumpstcr looking for cans or bottles to turn in for cash. I ice him
digging through all the muck and
filth we throw out. It’s not a very
dignified sight to see him doing
this.
But not a rare sight in downtown
San Jose. Nevertheless, it’s still
hard for me to comprehend sometimes that people have to do this to
survive.
On a good day he can fill the
shopping cart he uses to carry the
products of his work. Once in
awhile he’ll greet me with a hearty
"good morning."
Seems like a nice enough fellow. I wonder why he’s combing
the garbage Mr a living?
He must have felt some dismay
when they brought the big barrels
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BY HARRY MOK
into the hall last semester.
It was spelled out in large green
and black letters on the sides of the
big barrels, "RECYCLE ALUMINUM CANS, IT’S SAFER."
There’s one on every floor, you
can’t miss them.
I know it made me and others
feel good when we put a can in the
big barrel. We were recycling,
saving the environment and doing
our part to make the world a better
place to live.
A few weeks after the big barrels were put in. I saw him outside.
As I walked by I wondered, if ev

erybody put their cans in the big
barrel what would be left for him?
This bothered me until I noticed
a few cans in the garbage bin on
my floor. As I walked by the big
barrel I gave it a good shake expecting it not to move from the
weight of cans.
Instead I found a big barrel of
air. There were but a few cans in
it.
When I got outside, he was there
like he is on most mornings. I noticed that his shopping cart was
quite full and the barrels didn’t
make much difference.
Fortunately for him, many of us
are too lazy to make the effort to
use the big barrels.
Lots of people talk about recycling and saving the environment,
but when given the chance to do
something about it they don’t.
This may be one case where the
slothfulness of others doesn’t all
go to waste.
Once in a while somebody
leaves a bag full of cans for him by
the dumpstcr
that makes the
world a better place for him.
Harry Mok is a Daily staff
writer

Other Viewpoints
The Modesto Bee
on irrigation contract renewals
Interior Secretary Manuel Lujan has been
trying for a year to figure out how to continue
sending hundreds of millions of acre feet of
cheap federal water to western growers without
environmental review. The law requires such a
review.
Irrigation districts in the Central Valley
have been egging him on. Now some of them arc
starting to realize that Lujan has tangled himself
up so he may not serve their interests either.
At first. Lujan said environmental laws
didn’t apply. Then he admitted the laws apply all
right, hut he’s not going to abide by them until
after signing the contracts. At that point, of
course, it’s too late to make him follow the law.
Lujan doesn’t make sense to the water districts either.
He wants them to sign contracts and then

he’ll let them know later when and where they’ll
get water, depending on those subsequent environmental studies. But a contract in which important terms have to be negotiated later doesn’t
meet their need for long-term stable water supply.
The districts are trying to persuade Lujan to
reverse course again and just let them have their
water with no strings attached. Or they’d prefer
to settle for a temporary extension of contracts.
That way. the farmers can get on with their business and nothing will change until all the legal issues are settled in court.
That’s what the environmentalists have
been proposing. Now that the districts have seen
sonic of the pitfalls of relying on Lujan to make
up the rules, they’re coming round to the environmentalist view. If only Lujan could be that
sensible.

A

Editor,
This leitei is in awl) to a piece by Patrick Nolan
fo,
that appeared in the Spartan Daily on Feb. 6.
point to Mr. Nolan is simple: one should not write fiu
tional accounts and imply that they are based on Ia.!
when one obviously does not know the facts.
Mr. Nolan tells of a hypothetical event inyolyine
a subject who picks up a wallet from the ground with
the purely innocent intention of returning it to
rightful owner and who is subsiquently arrested f)
"burly" officers with no compassion. Mr. Nolan
goes on to state that "although this horrible eveni
never happened. it very well could." I’m sorry Mr
Nolan, hut I don’t see how. But maybe that’s because
I’m not mislead. I do know the facts.
Let me give you a more accurate account of the
type of decoys that are actually being run by Univer
sky Police Department officers and cadets:
A subject walks through one of the garages and
seems to he paying very close attention to the cars he
passes. He soon comes across a car with a door us
locked. He stops. and quickly scans the interim
there’s a Mee trineket (it could be a stereo
Aaah
books, a walkman, a purse. the possibilities are end
less). After checking the immediate surroundings, he
swiftly and silently opens the unsecured door, grah.
the item, and within seconds is once again on his win
That’s when the surviellance units converge. The sub
ject will be politely detained and asked to provide a
reasonable explanation for his actions.
This sort of decoy is what is meant by Sgt.
Lowe ’s statement of "making our items a little more
enticing." Quite simple, we want to present a situ,
tion with the hopes of catching the subject before he
rips off the public we serve.
The word entrapment has also been thrown
around a lot, by people whom I suspect have no
proper knowledge of the concept. Entrapment is not
"tricking someone into being arrested." Entrapment
is the act of law enforcement officials presenting a sit
uation that would cause a resonable minded, law abiding person to commit a crime. Now, Mr. Nolan. I
don’t know about you. hut my idea of a "law abiding
citizen" is not someone who would who would be impelled to enter another’s vehicle and take something
just because the unlocked door made it irresistable. As
a matter of Tact. I can’t see any upstanding citizen.
with purely good intentions, falling for any of the decoys presented by the UPD. They were carefulle
planned just to avoid that sort of occurence. I see no
entrapment occuring. But should that issue be raised
by any subjects caught. then the UPD will follow normal legal procedure and will, as Sgt. Lowe accuratele
stated. "deal with the D.A.’s office."
Mr. Nolan states that his "ultimate dream would
be to never see police tactics used on campus." He
says, though, that it might be fine against drug lords
or gun toting criminals. Well, Mr. Nolan, the crime
that occurs on the SJSU campus might not be majoi
drug deals (although this is an area being currently investigated) or involve great gun battles but to the victims of the many thefts, burglaries and smash and
grabs, it is a very disturbing occurance. Ask any of
the hundreds of victims every semester - that’s the
number we would like to reduce.
Sgt. Lowe stated that he would like to see someone go to jail "from every team." I can agree with
that. We know they’re out there and the object is to
catch them before they strike again.
The message is simple: Those who intend to victimize people at SJSU beware! An unlocked door
doesn’t mean the owner doesn’t want that stereo and a
cheap lock doesn’t mean they don’t want that $401
bike.
As for the honest, law abiding citizen-student.
they have nothing to worry about. They might even be
happy and supportive to know that the UPD is taking a
pro-active stand in order to protect them and their
property.
Shannon K. Paulson
Senior
Adminsitration ofJustice

Staff Pro does job too well
Editor,
With the current flap about Staff Pro going on. it
is surprising that no one has complained about Staff
Pro’s actions during football season. Shall we run
through a few examples?
Searching to the bottom of a woman’s bag in.
order to find and discard a bag of Doritos and a bag of
M&Ms. No weapons. No alcohol. Nothing that could
damage anyone, save for the concessionaire’s pocket.
Maybe Staff Pro sees food as a weapon. . ."Hey pal.
gimme yer wallet or I’ll pound you with this here Subwayl The most apalling thing about this episode
though, is that the security guards at the gate enjoyed
a high-five after the woman in question left the gate
Class, guys. Real class.
Students are generally encouraged to use alternative transportation to the football games, but beware of Staff Pro if you do. Although it does not say
so anywhere in the stadium, Staff Pro has determined
that skateboards are not allowed in Spartan Stadium.
The quote from the Staff Pro guard: "You might hit
someone with it." Following that logic, all Spartan
fans should have their arms amputated. After all, we
might hit someone with them. Does Staff Pro provide
a secure area for the storage of such alleged contraband. Nope. Would the guard call a supervisor so that
I might plead my case with him? Nope, again. Do we
see a pattern here?
Staff Pro’s current gig at Spartan Stadium is to
station guards along the bottom of the eastern (student) side of the stadium and randomly check the tickets of passersby. I have witnessed and heard a guard
tell a man that he had to go around the outer rim of the
stadium instead of cutting down the east sideline to
get to his end-zone seat.
I’m sure that I am not the only one who has had
bad experiences with Staff Pro’s trained gorillas. I
think, however, that a security force that uses tactics
of this nature in order to provide a "safe and clean
viewing environment" for patrons is wholly counterproductive. I have to wonder if people intentionally
stay away from Spartan Stadium or the Rec Center in
order to avoid Staff Pro. I, for one, have no wish to go
to a football or basketball game and be forced to remain still in my seat and be allowed only to yell, ’la
wohl! Go Spartans! Heil Staff Pro!"
Jim Desmond
Senior
RTN’t.
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Group formed to
discuss esteem
l’hristine 1h4;riisi
Daily staff writer
In an ongoing attempt to in
crease the ICVCI of self esteem
among students. SJSU counseling
services held its first group counseling session of the semester.
The 1 2 week program is titled
"Self-Esteem: Yours and Others."
which began Thursday. It will
focus on nurturing self-esteem, increasing self-confidence. managing anxiety, enhancing social
skills, assertiveness training and
improving communication.
According to Counselor Marjorie Craig, the group "provides a
process in which they can be more
confident
interpersonally
in
relationships with other people."
One of the techniques Craig uses
is cognitive restructuring. The first
step of this process is to find the
origin of the problem. Next, they
try to determine what would happen if a more positive perception
was made and then focus on a systematic way to look at themselves
in a more positive way.
Lecturer Meg Bowman of the
sociology department thinks the
program is a "wonderful idea."
"Self-esteem has a ripple effect

’Self-esteem has
a ripple effect
on . . . the way
you look at the
world.’
Meg Bowman,
Lecturer at the
sociology department
on grades, social life, health, the
way you look at the world. Nom
sex life and everything else once
you develop self-confidence it effects every part of your life," she
said.
Psychology Professor Keith
Johnsgard was vi ary of how iouch
good such a short course could
help.
"Self-esteem is very difficult to
modify and when it’s done very
quickly the results doni seem to
last," he said.
Craig’s group, offered intermittantly since 1975. can take
many as 16 students. All sessions
are confidential.
The last day students can join is
Thursday
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SpartaGuide
SpartaGuide is a daily calendar
available to SJSU student faculty
and staff organizations at no charge
Forms are available in the Daily
newsroom Wahlquist Library North
Room 104 and at the Information
Center of the Student Union The
deadline tor entries is 10 a m No
phone-in items will be accepted
TODAY
STUDENT SERVICES: Information day. 9
a at to 2 p m Balloons $500 in prizes free
gifts Student Union
RE-ENTRY PROGRAM: Brown Bag
lunches noon S U Pacheco Room Cali
924 5931
SAFER. (Student Affiliation For Environmental Respect): Meeting 5 p m Dudley Moorhead Hall i Room 235A) Call 92454613
B.P.A.A.: Balloon Bonanza, all day, 7th
Street Call 295-6192
MECHA: General Body Meeting, 6 pm
WLN 307 (Chicano Library Resource Center) Call 275-8033
WING CHUN MARTIAL ARTS CLUB:
Meeting Instruction 4 30 to 5 30 p at.
front of SPX 89 Call 578-2328
AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL: Information
Table. 10 a at to 2 p m in front of the Student Union Call 257-6050
A.S.P.B.: Wednesday Nile Cinema "Do
The Right Thing. 7 p m and 10 p m Admission of $2. Morris Dailey Auditonum Call
924-6261
VOVINAM VIETVODAO: Martial Arts Practice, 8 p m .SPX 202 Call 295-7125.
CAMPUS MINISTRY: Bible Study Gospel
of Mark. noon. S U Montalvo Room Call
298-0204
JEWISH UNION IN ASSOCIATION WITH
STUDENT HEALTH SERVICES: TaySachs Testing. 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. in Student
Union and 5 p.m. to 7 p.m. Joe West Hall
Call 924.6117,924-8841 or 286-8841.

Because many students use nor park .11 the lot at Se.etati and lluiii
on campus every day, YesterDaily bolt and take the shuttle to campus.
provides readers with a recap of
Other parking improvements
the previous day’s top stories.
will include signs that list what garages are open. and that can he upThe chairwoman for the Califor- dated throughout the day, and a
nia State University Board of machine that will jump start cars CHRISTIAN SCIENCE ORGANIZATION:
Trustees has been asked to resign that are stranded in the garages.
Testimony Meeting, 11:30 a.m., S.U. Guafrom her post for falsely claiming
dalupe Room. Call 258-1035.
on her application that she had an
The university cannot hire
academic degree.
enough faculty and staff to keep up
Marianthi Lansdale, CSU Chair- with student enrollment growth.
For the
woman, was asked to resign on according to the second article in a
Feb. 5 by state Senator David Rob- series on the budget crunch at
In an article dealing with David
erti, when it was discovered that SJSU.
Hayes-Bautista that appeared in
Lansdale had not received an assoWhile enrollment has increased the Feb. 9 issue of the Spartan
ciates degree from Long Beach about 14 percent since 1984 the in- Daily, a quote should have been atCity College, as she claimed on structors and support staffing has tributed to Dean Dieppe of the
her resume.
not kept pace. Some departments
are even being forced to cut jobs.
The university’s Park and Ride and freeze hiring.
program is expected to recieve
The money budgeted to the CSU
SAN FRANCISCO (API $70,000 to improve its Park and system by Gov. George Deukme- Smell something funny in the air?
Ride program.
jian is $80 million less than needed Now it’s even easier to do someThe money will be used to buy a to run the 20 CSU campuses. This thing about it.
new bus, giving foter and more could mean shaving off $5 million
A toll -free telephone hot line IL,
frequent service to students who from the budget at SJSU.
opened to take calls from resident,
of the San Francisco Bay area who
want to report odd odors and other
forms of air pollution.
The Bay Area Air Quality ManLAKE BUENA VISTA, Fla. our traditional eL
agement District has also added in(AP) The Magic Kingdom does
spectors to help field the record
not plan its special Valentine’s
A ticket outlet clerk for Sears. number of citizen complaints reDay bash this year. and the news Roebuck and Co. said she had re- ceived in recent months.
has upset romantics who had ceived hundreds of calls about the
The 24 -hour hot line number is
counted on an evening of love bal- Valentine’s Day party.
1 -800-334-ODOR.
lads.
"This has ruined everything."
said William Van Rijn, who had
planned to pop that all-important
A.S.
question during Walt Disney
PROGRAM
World’s annual Valentine HeartBOARD
PRESENTS
beat concert.
teawiiri.
But Cupid has been canceled at
Disney this year, spokesman Charlie Ridgway said Tuesday. because
es
"We were unable to book talent at
and special guest
the level that people had come to
expect."
Friday Feb. 16th
"I can’t believe the audacity."
Van Rijn insisted. "They didn’t
9 PM Doors open 8 PM
even give us a warning."
San Jose State University
Van Rijn, 26. who works at a
Student Union Ballroom
hotel, said the annual event was
18 .81 over general admission $81810 door
listed for Feb. 10 in an annual DisAll students 88 anytime
ney planner distributed to area hoFunded by Associated Students
Tickets at BASS SIA.S. Bus. Office
tels.
But Ridgway said it had never
AFRICAN
for more info call (408)924-6260
been scheduled. The tentative
AWARENESS
events program was based on those
MONTH
of previous years. and "we had
Also the BoneDaddys
never announced we were having
it. . . This is not the first time we
12:00 Noon
Thursday Feb. 15th
have decided not to have some of
Free Admission
Student Union Ampitheater

Hot line for smells

SJSU FANTASY AND STRATEGY CLUB
Open Gaming 6 pm SU I.
Room Call 924-7097
MU ALPHA GAMMA: Meeting Electons 5
pm WLN 131 Cali 286 1283
T’HURSDAY
JEWISH UNION IN ASSOCIATION WITH
STUDENT HEALTH SEERVICES: Tay
Sachs Testing 10 a m to 2 p m in Student
Union and 5 p m to 7 p m Joe West Hall
Call 9244117 924-8841 or 286-8841
PHYSICS SEMINAR: D E Maclaughlin on
Heavy -Ferman materials and planar cu
prates 1 30 pm SCI -251 Call 924-5267
SOCCER CLUB: Meeting. New Members
Welcome 12 30 pm SU Pacheco Room
Call 924-8570
RE-ENTRY PROGRAM: Brown Bag
Lunches. noon. Administration Buiding
(Room 223) Call 924-5931
CATHOLIC NEWMAN COMMUNITY: Discussion "Why Be Catholic? Living with the
Questions.. 7 p m. Campus Ministry Center
(10th and San Carlos), Call 298-0204
A.S.P.B. The Bone Daddies (reggae-funk
group). noon S U Ampitheatre Call 9246261
AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL: Weelky
meeting. 7 p at Spartan Memorial Call
257-6050
FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATION: Bankers of the 905. 5 p.m., S.1.1
Costanoan Room
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS: Meeting.
noon Campus Christian Center
FRIDAY
SOCCER CLUB: Practice Indoor: New
Members Welcome, 515 p m . SPX 44 Call
924-8570.
BULLYT ENGLISH SOCIETY: Valentines Day open reading (Topic love, good
and bad). 2:30 p.m., Faculty Office Building
Room 104. Call 272-3505.
SJSU FOLK DANCE CLUB: Intl Folk
Dance Class. 8 p.m. -9 p.m (teaching), 9
pm - 11 p.m (Requests). Women s Gym
Spartan Complex, Am 89. Call 293-1302 or
287-6369

Record
scliriii 1 of social work.
In an article dealing with the
cancellation of "City Downtown"
on KSJS that appeared in the Feb.
5 issue of the Spartan Daily. Pol
Mate, KSJS general manager was
referring to a friend he knew in
high school.

Valentine bash is canceled

REGGAE FEST ’90
JOE HIGGS

ZULU SPEAR
UPRISING

_Regis- ter for the
Writing Skiffs- Test
in March
Pay anci9Zegister at
Wahrquist Library South
$18.00
’Test Date: March 17th
1,eactrine: February 22nd

A S PROGRAM BOARD: Reggae CODC101
With Joe ritggs Zuiu Spear and uprising 9
pm SU Ballroom Call 924-6261
CAMPUS MINISTRY: Taize Candlelight
Prayer 730 p at Campus Ministry Chapel
(10th and San Canosi Call 2’48-0204
SPARTAN ORIOCCI: Cupid s Arrow Dance
9 p at Radisson Hotel
DELTA SIGMA, A COED BUS. FRATERNITY: Pizza Night 7 pm Round Table
Pizza corner of Moorpark and Saratoga
Ave BC 208 for more into
CENTER FOR BEETHOVEN STUDIES:
First of two recitals by faculty members Robert Sayre and John Delevoryas of Beethoven s Music for Cello and Piano 7 30 p m
SJSU Concert Hall Call 924-4590
SUNDAY
CAMPUS MINISTRY: Sunday worship
1045 am (Lutheran) 6 30 p m and 8 p m
(Catholic) Campus Christian Center Chapel
110th and San Carlos) Call 298-0204
OTHER
DELTA SIGMA PI (A COED BUS. FRATERNITY): Recruiting New Members Feb
9 through 16. 9 a m to 3 p m Bus Bldg 1st
Floor
CAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT
CENTER: S.U. Umunhum Room. On-campus interview orientation. 5.30 p.m., S.U. Almaden Room; Videotaped practice inter
views. 12:30 p.m and 2 p.m., (all
Wednesday, Feb. 14), IRC 310; Career exploration by computer, 11 a.m.. Building
Classroom 13; Resume I: Resume preparation. 2 p.m., S.U. Costanoan Room: Interviewing for civil engineers. 1:30 p.m., S.0
Guadalupe Room. (all Friday, Feb. 16). Call

924 6030
CAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT
CENTER: Employer presentahon-Tecryucal
careers with Advanced Micro Devices 12 30
pm SU C,ostanoan Room Call 9244010
SJSU ART DEPARTMENT GALLERIES:
Exhibition Sacred Forces Feb 13 through
Mar 15 II am through 4 pat 11440n
through Thurs ) 6 p at through 8 p at
Clues evenings) Aft Department-Gasery
Call 924-4328
STUDENT AFFILIATION FOR ENVIRONMENTAL RESPECT (S.A.F.E.R.): Kairat
Nmarov (USSR) and Panne Esteves (Shoshone Elder) speaking on nuclear testing.
Feb 20. noon S U Ampitheatre Call 9245467 Of 297-2299

Valentine’s Day
Special!
Copies on 200 Bond Pink
or Cherry at half price

3.5e Each

kinko%

the copy center
310 S. Third St.

293-4336

E. San Carlos St. 295-5511

ell ARTISTS &
PHOTOGRAPHERS
Have we got a job for you!
San Jose State’s Access Magazine is looking for
dynamic, technically excellent illustrations and
photographs for the Spring issue.
If you’re who we’re looking for, please submit
portfolio by Wednesday, March 7. We will
notify you of acceptance
For information or
appointment call
Dr. Harvey Gotliffe
at 924-1334.

There’s a PS/2 that’s
right for you.
lisda13011111111
8530621

.

SWIM SOS

Model 55 51

Moder 70 316

8550 031

tkIP

11,61

Arals

41At

kil 086 00MHz)

802138(10 WO/

80386S0" (16 Meld

80386. (16 kei:
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I 44185
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Fixed disk drise

2065,

30114)
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8513 Color

11513 Colo

8513 Color

Memory
Pnxesor

Micro Channel’.
architecture
8513 Color

Mao/ er

Yes

Mous*
Soft.,.

Pea

Yes

Yes

Yes

DOS 4 0
Microsoft
Wndoas/288
Word 5 0"
hDC Windows
Express
hDC Windows
Manager.
IOC Windows
Color.

DOS 4 0
Microsoft
Windows/286
eked 5 0
Excel
IIDC Windows
Express
hDC Windows
Manager
hDC Widows

DOS 4 0
Microsoft
Windows/386
Mad 5 0"
(ricer
h0C Windows
Express
h0C Windows
Manager
r it 5 Wreforrs

$2,299

$2,799

$3,499

- -

DOS 4 0
Mated,
Windows/386
Word 5 (e
(war"
nE/C Wineows
PA.II 1 I
1,1

$4,699

And right on the money, too.
No matter what your major (or your [midget). there’s an IBM Personal System/2 ’
that ran make riu look greatin school, and after you graduate. nd now you
can choose from complete packages of hanlware and reloaded soft mare. at
will get a
.pivial low student prices.% hat’. wore, %hen -..ou buy ’our P5/2.’
mouse patk a 3.5 -inch &Ski le 11t 1114.1". anti a !Cower stripall free.
le innn
And you’re entitled to a great low price oti the I’M 111411 ’ set’s 11.4..
all this, three of the most popular IBM Projarinters’ are available min at
special low prices.
Pniprinter III w/Cable ( 011/1103) $399
Proprititer X24E wil able (4207/0(12) $549
wroyir i istbra;ip
Pniprinter X I.24E w/Cable (821)8/0(12) $669
Start out the new year right. Check out all these special savings
nowbefore it’s too late!* Offer ends liebruan IS. 1090.

llow’re you going to do it?

PS/2

----

.

On sale at the Spartan Bookstore.
Offer ends tommorrow at 5 p.m.
SMPS/P Model 8530 E21 8550 031 8555 061 or 8570 E61 through Febtuaty 15 1990 The
An, brn.ind 1,, 1.1u.1,1 ,loth,11, I. 01, NO ’AO
decontgured
8525 001 is available I rei iagn DwernOw 31 1989 only Prices quoted do Oct inciude sales fa. haridlong and/or processing Charges
these Charges Orders we sable,’ to availabikty PInes 5h8 subrect to change and IBM may withdaw the promotion at any
Check with your institution
hrne without written notice
’Microsoft Word and E wei are the Academic Editions
and trademark
trademarks of Intemettonat Business Mechines Corporation PRODIGY ’so registered service
IBM Personal System/2 and PS/2
of Prodigy Services Company a partnership of IBM and Sears Microsoft is a registered trademark of Microsoft CoPoration
"Proprinter and 144,0 Channel are trademarks of Intonational Baseless kAachines CorpOrahon IOC Windows E apress nEX. W.ndows manager and nix. w,nd0.7,
’oior are trader/arks of 113C Computer Corporation 80386S0 and 80386 are trademarks 01 IMO Cialkealx,n IBM Con, 1989

iiam PS/2 Model
riven:mg
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SJSU volleyball club nets win
By Stacy Olsen
Daily staff wnter

Celeste Cook - Daily stall photographer

SJSU middle blocker Jason Scharpf Ilan and outside hitter Myron Friesen effectisely block Santa Clara return. The club won the match 3-1.

The men’s volleyball club broke
the Broncos of Santa Clara llniversity three games to one in last Friday’s match at the Rec Center.
Approximately 40 spectators
were forced to sit on the floor of
the Rec Center’s small gym because no seating is available.
Although the club only averages
six feet in height it towered over
the Bronco team, whose heads
barely exceeded the bottom of the
net. The SJSU club also appeared
much more polished than SCI) in
its pre-game wann up.
SJSU was slow to take control in
the first game with each team
going point for point, until they finally pulled ahead 8-3. The Broncos later pulled within one point at
10-9.
SJSU regained control and finished off the game 15-10.
The second game also began
slow until SJSU shot ahead 11-4.
Chin-scraping digs and strong
serving by outside hitter Glen
Lynch helped the club clinch the
15-6 victory.
The club started out badly in the
third game quickly finding themselves down 0-2.
Blistering kills by outside hitter
Myron Friesen helped the club pull

’We have a lot of young guys with not
much experience. There was weak
intensity throughout the match, but
when they had to play, they played.’
Coach Don Petrillo
ahead 5-2. Then SJSU gave up five
points and trailed 5-7. The opposing side went point to point until a
series of missed shots, lack of
communication and balls lobbed
over the blockers heads caused
SJSU to lose 7-15.
Santa Clara quickly pulled
ahead 2-8 in the fourth game.
Missed digs, kills into the net and a
weak middle defense plagued
SJSU.
They managed to gain four
points and allowed SCE, only two

in the next few plays, making the
score 6-10.
SJSU regained its composure
when middle blocker Dave Emigh
served up quite a streak and put the
club ahead 12-10. After losing
their serve, a smooth over-theshoulder dink by setter Daryl Pctrilli helped SJSU regain the serve
and eventually score another point.
giving the club a 13-10 advantage.
The momentum then swayed
back and forth which helped to
heighten the exitement of the

SPARTAN BASKETBALL IS
TURNING UP THE HEAT IN
THE S.U.R.E.C. WITH A SPECIAL

By Stacy Olsen

THE FEBRUARY 17TH

SPARTAN

State Men’s
Club, the key word is club.
Only seven liten’s and seven
women’s teams are sanctioned by
SJSU. Men’s volleyball isn’t one
()I them.
"Volleyball club makes us
sound like a chess club." complained player Glen Lynch. "People are going to think that we’re
lust a hunch of guys that get together and play."
"Funding is the biggest problem." said team manager Ling

SPORTS

Wong. "It would cost the school
$60,(XX) to $100.000 if they sanctioned the team. The money would
go for coaches, travel costs, scholarships and higher costing equipment."
Wong and coach Don Petrilli
volunteer their services. Corporate
sponsors and fund-raisers helped
the club come up with their $12.000 operating budget this year.
"What we don’t raise, we write
’Volleyball club
out a check for," Lynch said. It’s
costing each player about $500 to
makes us sound
5700 this season to be in the club.
club.
a
chess
like
"We had a lot of guys who went
out for the team who were good
People are going enough,
but couldn’t afford it,
said player Tully Mitidendorp.
to think that
It costs the club $22.50 an hour.
we’re just a bunch six hours per week, to practice in
the Rec Center. The club can only
of guys that get
afford to practice two nights a
week which is not enough time
together and
according to the players. They
play.’
would like to practice and play in
Glen Lynch. SPX 006.
"We’re playing in this gym

while SPX 006 is empty and we
have to pay for this, it sucks,"
SJSU volleyball player Daryl Pctrilli said.
As well as being free. SPX 006
has bleachers for fans to sit on, he
added.
"We’re going through A.S to
get special allocations. But the
money we pay for rent goes to the
Rec Center which is the AS. ’s responsibility. They’re putting their
money from the right pocket to the
left," Wong said.
Player Brian Micheletti said he
believes that a men’s volleyball
team would be a good investment.

DEAL FOR SJSU STUDENTS...
WEAR YOUR BLUE AND GEOLD TO
BASKETBALL GAME WITH FESNO
STATE AND GET IN FOR

JUST $2.00 THE RED WAVE
OF FRESNO IS COMING... SPARTAN
BASKETBALL NEEDS YOU. BE

SPARTAN MEN’S BASKETBALL
VS.
FRESNO STATE BULLDOGS
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 17. 3:00 pm

LOUD. BE PROUD, WEAR YOUR
BLUE AND GOLD AND BE THERE.

Take an easy ride into your future
with Zenith!
Now

thru February 23 in the Spartan Bookstore
Zenith Supersport 286 Laptops

at deflated
Supersport 286 Model 20
Supersport 286 Model 40

prices.

$29
$ 2X9

NOW $2,299
NOW $2,599

If you’ll have a Bachelor’s Degree
by June ’90 --- check info below:

Start out with -

a
J
J
J
J

J DMV Staff Recruiters will boa the CSU.
San lose, Business Center 001, February 21,
10 a.m.. noon, and 2 p.m., to brief those
interested in the lob.

A $23,208 -$33,036 annual salary,
Professional work environment,
Excellent training St advancement,
Medical, dental & vision coverage,
Great retirement benefits.

J Applications for management train.,
will be accepted inprj2911 on_Esbrusty.22
10 a.m. to 4 p.m., in Business Center
001.

For Further Information,
Contact Elizabeth Taloya at
(916) 732-7010

Mb,

aliforni Slate Covernment - An Affirmative Action- Equal Opportunity Entployer

The A.S. Program Board Presents:

Wednesday Night Cinema
In Celebration of African Awareness Month

’DO THE RIGHT THING’
Is A GREAT FILM.
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Feb. 14, 1990 Morris Daily Aud. 7 & 10

p.m. $2.00

Music give aways at movie and from KSJS
Courtesy of Motown Records.
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Students For more info call 924-6261

S.U.R.E.C. ARENA
FOR TICKET INFORMATION CALL
924- FANS

WEAR BLUE AND GOLD AND GET IN FOR JUST $2.00 - FEB.

DMV IS LOOKING FOR MANAGERS
Manager Trainee Positions
With the California DMV

A FREE GIFT JUST FOR
CALLING. PLUS RAISE UP
TO $1,700 IN ONLY 10 DAYS!
Student groups, hats, and
sororities needed for marketing
project on campus. For details
plus your FREE GIFT, Group officers
call 1-800-765-8472 Est_ 50.

BLUE AND GOLD FEVER

SJSU volleyball club low on funds
striving for campus recognition
Daily staff writer
In the San Jose

crowd and increase decibles inside
the Rec Center’s tiny little gym.
SJSU ended the suspense when
It finished off SCU with a score of
15.13. winning the match three
games to one.
"I’m happy with the outcome."
said coach Don Petrilli of the win
that made his club 2-3 overall.
We have a lot of young guys with
not much experience. There was
weak intensity throughout the
match, hut when they had to play,
ilwy played."
Hie players felt they should
ha) e won in three. Petrilli added.

SPARTAN
BooKsroRE
SMOKE 5 OUR

KUM II

educational purcha_se program

Sponsored by:
Drawing on February 23, 1990
No purchase necessary. Need not be present to win.
Marketing Club and Bookstore Personnel not eligible.
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Lacrosse team scores first
victory; large crowd watches

’en
of
ee

II) Mark Smith

plain sticks, the players use sticks
with nets at the end to catch and
scoop the ball. The running and
SJSU’s lacrosse club settled for
passing are simular to soccer. The
a split last weekend, getting its
violence, such as ’sticking’ other
of
the
season against
first victory
players and just plain old-fashUniversity of the Pacific. 13-6 on
ioned hitting, create the excitement
Sunday.
he.ause this Was the second of football.
The Spartans’ victory came after game most 01 our team has ever
Divided into four 15-minute
a heartbreaking loss to Sacramento seen, let alone played."
quarters, lacrosse is a fast paced
State on Saturday. 7-6. This was
At the half on Saturday the Spar- and exciting game that deserves
quite an improvement over their tans were lucky to be down by one more attention.
humiliating loss to powerful Chico (4-3) considering the amount
SJSU lacrosse is not sanctioned
of
State, who slaughtered SJSU 16-2 turnovers
SJSU
COM nutted.
by the athletic department, but
the weekend before. SJSU is cur- SJSU’s stick handling was better in considered a club, like the Hisrently 1-2.
the second half, commented Hag- panic club, for example. It is an
What was impressive about Sat- Icy. This new found continuity was expensive sport, considering thc
urday’s match was the enthusiastic not enough as the Spartans fell one dues and hiring the referees costs
crowd turnout.
point short of the Hornets, 7-6.
$2000.
"The crowd turnout was as big
"The officials," said prime deThe Spartans have seven new
three
years
we’ve
the
been play- fender John Dolman, " made the players with no experience and
as
said
combined."
spokesman game less physical than Chico have a few charter members left.
ing
and star player John Hagley. "Last State and Pacific."
Hagley said that he does not sec
year’s home games, the visiting
Dolman, the Darth Vader of de- much hope in the athletic departteam had bigger support than we fense, is quickly acquiring a repu- ment sanctioning lacrosse, considdid."
tation as a heavy hitter.
ering the athletic department axed
Hagley. a three year player, had
Lacrosse, the sport itself, is a three sports this year. Eyes may be
three goals in Saturday’s loss.
combination of hockey, soccer and opened in the appropriate places if
"Our team was nervous." said football. The stick handling is the team gets the enthusiastic supHagley about Saturday’s game, close to hockey, but instead of port it received this weekend.
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Dearest Clarissa,
ltave a heart,
mine!
Love. Tolson

To ’Lizata,
Wishing you a
happy 13-01,y)
Ifeart Day !
Love Forever,
3Cevin

5e tie sais pas ou Its
commence tu tie salt

tjou’re my one and
only Valentine.
Love you Forever,
Fj

Being

To my favorite Tau:
,
I hear Florida’s nice
this time of year.
’-t
’,K
- Shred -

4

4
t Vera,
a How about dinner at
4 Flying Lady tonight?
.
** Woo Ei Ni.
-Peter

4
4

*

4
4
.
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without

Nang
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Your Chi 0

4%

Chang

Ijour AO logging II
www

;jou are my

very much. 1,11
see you at the
rmeratd tall!

C
MD Love Catherine C
. MEACIERAILRliil

Love ,
tjour Littte AOFI
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Roses are red,
violets are blue
1, can’t wait to be
atone with you
Cty

a;
a

Wishing you the
type of V.D.
that lasts a
lifetime!
P.H.

Love,Lyn
Glenn,
You,re the one I rove,
Always aruf Forever!

e ; Kitten :t
e
e
e
# You,re the "purr-fect"
From your
o
e
hugyabte man e
o Valentine for me!
e
at
Lisa a,
e
(g)
e Love Always,
e
Happy Valentines Day
o
Kitten-Kuddler
e
e
Ronald .
;
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0e 7x
e
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e/ 7
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e
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To my coach,Rebel ,
and Jeff.
Will you be my
Valentine? Thanks for
the best year of my life and many more to come.
Happy anniversary and
Valentines Day 1
Love you forever Little T, Rascal,T,D Tracey

A

E
11
4 Stink, Cleorye,.1T,

Christopher-

}E.

MY rove for you is stronger
than all of cupid’s arrcrws.
Thankyou for you, my best
friend
Your Valentine Always,
Michele
KS + DZ

s91, Love Ljou
11
Love, Iteefde

X’’
’
X

7i

’322.44 just to scty
g
?-1
51
A
?

1. Love you I?’
roryet it III

sc

To

the Keeper,

x<

Lil Sis Cindy-

,,,,,m.....,,,,,....,,,....... -.,..,.
Lim,
4
I miss you
i
so much!
Love, Witman

To Tricia

M. Lawrence,

For five years there was

Happy Valentines
l< Day!

144: eK

I<
Cupid’s arrow points
to initiation! Get Ready!
OZ Loue,Big sis Michele It

0.

,p

1
7 ,,,,,
e<
/
my little r,
love
you
Wilt
be
mine?
x’
x
’
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i
<<
i
Rndree I AZir
.2thampagne and Caviar x :: SI s
Blg-T ;
X
X " Love your
Ion the way !
l:..7- 7-7-r svr x icy 7’ ’"X’ir y 7’ -1- ir-c7r-rx
Love,
(Jour KU
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1-Li. Cutie,

%
Roses are red,
Violets are blue, one N
year ago 1. felt in love

1. Love Lion... 0 7
.
,7...x.x......t7,,...Always!
%
nuchig,
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To Krissy, Lisa,
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Love, Russ
A..A.13.
Wilt you be my
Valentine?
Love ya Lots,A.A.C.
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Mike G,
Someone in L.A
misses you !

you say we were going?

tioti wilt always
be my Valentine.
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love to be stranded on a

Ina C.
I want you to be my
Valentine !
Yours always, M.E.
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You’re the man
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Tom (B.B.5-),

’Will you be my Valentine
my little Princess ?

1. Love you all:!
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St St mai/tiler tett Johnson catches a knee to his throat during the Spartans’ 7-6 kiss to Sacramento State.

To my EN Little 13ro ’s ,
tjou’re the very best
Thanks for always
,
being there for me!

Anca,

Erik X.,
Itappy 6th
Valentines Day!
1. Love 14, Lisa

Michael Caulfield Daily staff photographer
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Love ya,
The Baker
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merely aflame in my heart
and now your kiss has
rekindled the fur
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Budget: battle to combat growth
/

/NW /

Nov ember
money has helped Sim
some, with over $3.6 million flowProposition 11 , authored by
ing in last year But due to the spo- state Senator John Garamendi (13radic sale of tickets, administrators Walnut Creek), proposes a 1.19
si arid not predict how much money cent -a -gallon tax increase and earwould be received from it this marks much of the new money far
education and transportation.
War
Lottery money saves some
Proposition Ill would modify
icing -on -the -cake programs." said the Gann spending limit which.
since 1979. has prevented state
Sauer.
Last year lottery money was spending front increasing any
spent for fine arts, faculty com- faster than the state’s population.
puter workstations. endowments. Propostion 111 would allow govand catch-ails such as "adminstra- ernment spending to Increase with
ti.e costs.’’ according to an analy- California’s economy as measured
sis done by Arlene Okedund. As- by per capita personal income.
sociate Vice President.
"If SCA I doesn’t pass. we’re
Some administrators talk about a going to he in a lot of trouble,"
student tee increase to raise Robinson said.
"We’re going to have to make
money, hut the proposal has been
lobbied against heavily by student our case (for Proposition 1 I 1 ) in
Sacramento," Batt said.
groups.
Batt and Robinson both ac"A fee increase is unlikely, although the voters might favor it.** knowledged that Propostion Ill
has been slipping in the polls.
said Robinson.
The California Teachers AssoBatt hopes the next governor
will not follow Deukmejian’s pol- ciation has opposed Proposition
icy of holding $1 billion in reserve. Ill, saying that some technical
so some ol that money could get to language in the law might actually
decrease money going to elementhe CSUs.
tary and high school education in
"Even if the next governor only some instances. The CTA is curwanted halt -bill ion reserve it rently negotiating with legislators
...told help." said Batt. Detikmeji. on the point according to a recent
an’s term of olt lee will expire this statement from the organization.
year.
The CTA is one of the three
But other administrators stake largest spending lobbies in the
their hope on Senate Constitutional state. the Sacramento Bee reported
Amendment I. which will go be- last year after campaign contribufore the voters as Proposition 111 tion reports were released.
Loiter)

SJSI has been in
creasing each year because 01 ris
mg enrollment The Ums ersifi
keeps all student lees it Lt011eCIS as
king as it is within what the chancellor’s oil ce thinks enrollment
will he for that year, and hall of all
lees collected above that (1940[991 figures about 517 millionl
But because the state only recognizes full-time students for financial purposes commuter campuses such as SJS1.’ may be losing
out on revenue
I.ast tall SJSU had 21.1464 students full-time
Thai was the
number the state and the chancellor’s all
used to figure out how
much money SJSU gets.
SJSU was budgeted for 21,500
students hut 7.983 part-time students were not counted. The pan tinter% made up 37 percent of the
students that semester and often
make up as much as 43 percent of
it
enrollment according to Maynard Robinson. Associate Academic Vice-president of Educational Planning and Resources.
’Sitident growth is somewhat of
a mixed blessing.*’ Hatt said.
The chancellor’s office will not
alloy, tie S.’S ’ to enroll more than
25,1sto students. Enrollment will
reach that number during the mid1990, it it keeps growing as fast as
it is now. That mean. almost 36,000 students when part-tinters are
added in, hut 11.000 of them
won’t he counted for funding purposes
MOM’)tiP

KSJS
From page I
’Park .’
"The real credit should go to
Pol(In-ate) Van Rhee and Mike
Adams. who were making significant impro. einem in the quality of
the station.- said Stanley Baran .theater arts chairperson. "We
wouldn’t have worked so hard if
we didn’t think we had something
worth putting out."
Funds for the project came from
a $70.000 grant Irom the CSU system and fundraising efforts.
"In a 1988 fundraiser. we raised
over $20,000." said KSJS Promotion Director .lenny Smith. By
raising that we pro.ed we were serious and were able to get the
grant."
Of the money raised, $60.0(X)
went to the transmitter itself. $11,000 far installing a cemero base for
the tower and 510,000 for hooking
up the system. Local radio station
KSJO. which also had to make improvements on the land, paid for
the tower itself and installed a
S15.(X)0 road to the sit,. Baran

evoke the imagery of sweetness lit
express affection.
Possibly. our fondness for sweet
talk can he traced genetically to
our primate ancestors, who discovered the delights of juicy jungle
fruits as they swung from tree to
tree, he says.
Perhaps it is associated somehow with the infant’s innate love
for the sweetness of mother’s milk,
he says.

GIVE YOURSELF SOME CREDIT
And Help High School Students Earn Theirs!

Earn 1-3 Units of Credit as a Tutor*
See Project Upward Bound
WLC #225

1

in buying roses not by the dozen
but hv the numbei ot Wars couples
ha.e been together "11’11 be great
for the industry when they reach
20," Kelly adds
While pink is okay, never send a
dozen yellow roses to -a French .al entitle Yellow suggests infidelity .
The French also consider unlucky
cut flowers of any color or ilk sent
by the dozen or any other even
number. So is a bouquet of 13.
Both yellow and the No. 13 are
also no-nos in Latin America. except that yellow is associated with
death rather than infidelity.
Roses are okay as tokens of affection in Italy. so long as they are
in odd numbers and sent to women
only.
In Japan. n’s the men who are
on the reccis nig end of Valentine’s
Day.

t Win
NS,: Are

always going down to

th w ire, hut then we have to because the makers don’t get us the
until lust hefore the
cond
c.ent." Kessler said ’It is a lot at
work and I am glad that Kappa
Sigma is helping me out. Not only
Is it a good project but it is a 101 oh
fun as well, there is no reason that
anyone should he embarrassed by
our doing this.’

Music heals
For
ORADELL, N.J. (API
people in the hospital. listening to
music seems to bring faster healing. both in body and spirit.
Some ).k:duties are beginning
music progi anis. where they let patients choose the kind of music and
selections they want to hear,
according ti i RN magazine.

Full Color Copies!
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OUR EVERYDAY

Low PRicd

Letter Size

Legal Size: S1.50
11 x17:S3.00

Los Gatos Copy Center
Copy Impression

Sweet nicknames could have roots
BM. l’IMORE (Al’) - As Valentine’s Day draws nigh, the treacle begins to flow. Can anybody
explain why lovers call each other
"sweetheart" or "sugar pie" or
"honeybun" or other sweet nothings?
Why not "picklepuss" or "liverlips?"
Anthropologist Sidney Mintz of
The Johns Hopkins University has
some theories on why humans

NEW YORK (API -. Sending a
iozen red roses on Valentine’s day
may he the ultimate compliment
far American sweethearts, hut
don’t try it in Mexico or Spain
In Mexico, according to FTD
and Interflora Inc.. which send
flowers by wire to inure than 139
countries, the color red is used to
cast spells. If perchance you err
and haven’t yet become a toad,
rush a white bouquet to lift the
spell.
It isn’t that the Spanish dislike
red. it’s just that in Spain red roses
are associated more with lust than
love. So purchase them at your
own risk or settle far another color.
Heather Kelly of Roses Inc.. the
international trade association of
rose growers based in Haslett.
Mich., says Americans will buy
some 43.2 million roses in the 24
hours leading up to Feb. 14. Thai
means 30.00() a minute. 3.6 million dozens.
"Seventy percent of the roses
will be red," she says. "though
there’s a growing interest in yellow
and pink."
There’s also a growing interest

3351

244-0460
Payne Ave. S.J.

27th Year
Guadalajara Summer Session
University of San Diego
June 29 - August 3, 1990
COWSei lull, acrredled try it, Western AS
secretion of Schoen. and Collector, IWASCI
Spanish language Pit ell 1.1.11 01 Undue! and
SDACial Education Including ESL and Read.
mg Education. Art, Folk Dance, Literature.
Folklore History. Sociology, Guitar. Political
Science. RlIchotogy. Cross.Cultural Studies
Tuition $575 Or I fl underoiaduele units
561S for I’S graduate unite Room and boeld
with e Metoun Host Family $575 Apartment
and Hotel rates horn $400,S700 per month
Universdy of San Diego also has MA PIO
grern In Spanish Students may earn credits
toward the degree by @handing Ilse Quads’s.
lam Summer Seasion

115-A M. Saida Crei hie. Wen Competer Ildg. Fres ?Bridal

TEL: 354-1481 I FAX SERVICE: 408-354-1463

NEED AN EXTRA UNIT?
Its easy! Take Held Studies in Natural Studies in Natural
History’s "the Other California" Program & earn that unit
while having a great time learning about the natural/cultural
history of the Central and San Joaquin valleys.
Natural Science 152g fulfills the Area B, Part 3, Physical
Universe, G.E. requirement. Two Friday evening lectures
(3/2 & 4/20) and two "overnighters’ (3/10-1, 4/28-29).
For more information, call or write:
Field Studies in Natural History
Office of Continuing Education
Admin, 107
924-2625

For Information’ Guadalajara Summer Sew
lion University of San Diego. Alcele Park,
San Diego CA 92110 2492

924-2567 / 924-2570
* Tutor college-bound students once weekly! On camrus!

falooltices! Li

Ourjobs solve all kinds
asocial problems,

4.11111

Suggested Retail
Price

Spartan
Price

Save!

$1,799

$899

$900

$3,298

$1,773

$1,525

$3,898

$2,176

$1,722

$4,998

$2,830

$2,168

$6,698

$3,625

$3,073

You

Macintosh Plus
I Mg RAM, 3 S 1401K internal Disk Drive,
Keyboanl, System Software,
HyperCard. and FREE intro class.
I Hard thrve Recommended)

Macintosh SE 20
Mg RAM. I.S’ 1.44 Mg internal Stoll.), oe.
211 Mg Hard Drive, System Solt. are.
ItyperCutl. arid FREE intro class
iKeyhi,atil Sold Separately I

Macintosh SE 40/2
2 Mg RAM. 3.5" 1.44 Mg internal SuperDrive.
40 Mg Hard Drive. System Software.
I’m:Ward. and FREE intro class
Key hoiud Sold Separately)

Macintosh SE/30-40
I Mg RAM, 3.5" 1.44 Mg internal SuperDrive.
40 Mg Hard Drive, System Software.
HyperCard. and FREE intro class.
(Keyboard Sold Separately)

Macintosh SE/30-80
4 Mg RAM. 1 5" 1.44 Mg internal SuperDrive.
HO Mg !lard Drive, System Softwiue.
)lyper(’ard. and FREE intro r lass.
t Keyboard Sold Separately /

At Great Ai INC ca, you’ll meet and won(
with hundreds of fun people just like
yourself. So you won’t be lonely. And you
won’t be bored since you won’t be
broke. Our wages are up to $6.25* an
hour premium pay fa weekends, and
transportation subsides to assist with your
commute.
All told, it’ll improve your social life
greatly, not to mention your career You
could gain valuable supervisory and
people skills.

Our schedules fit perfectly around your
school schedule. Work part-time in the
spring and fall and full-time during the
summer. We have positions available hall
areas of the park (rides, tickets, food
services, administratme, security, in-house
bank tellers, sweepers...). The sconer you
apply, the better your chances of picking
the iob, and hours, you want.
Stop by the park or call us at (408) 9881809 to apply. We’re located at 2401
Agnew Road off Mission College Blvd. in
Santa Clara. We’re an equal opportunity
employer.
Corweteke Wanes red for sidled ecd Wade pastors

Spartan Bookstore Computer Department

IIIIIAT AMIRICA

(408)924-1809

It’s fun. Do it.
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’I think they’re doing an
cm:client job. ’ ’
Scott said that the housing administration is trying to he consistent, but there have been a lot of
changes in the past year and a half.
She said that in addition to the new
director of housing. Fredrick Najjar, they have hired a new dean of
students, an associate director and
an assistant director.
"I’m really pleased with the direction lean Marie has taken the
program," Najjar said. This "is
probably the most professional
staff I’ve been exposed to." Najjar
previously worked in the housing
departments at the University of
Wisconsin and at Arizona State.
"The program has gone in new
directions," Scott said. "Often
times when people face a change
like that it’s very hard for them to
adjust to it.’’
Of the II departed R.A.’s. Scott
said that four of them withdrew
from school, five left by personal
choice, one left as a direct result of
stress caused by the earthquake
and the other graduated.
She also mentioned that she has
hired older students recently, and
she believes that they are more
subject to changes in their lives
than freshmen or sophomores. She
said that internships, graduation
and similar pressures hve taken a
toll on the R.A.’s. According to
Scott, if any R.A.’s are upset they

’No one has come in to express to me
directly that they’re dissatisfied with
their positions or the program.’
-Jean Marie Scott.

associate director of residential fife
have not spoken to her personally .
"No one has come in to express
to me directly that they’re dissatisfied with their positions or the program," Scott said.
One of the I I departed R.A.’s is
a graduate who failed to meet the
12 -unit class requirement. He has
consulted a lawyer to recover lost
wages, plus free nxim and board.
His lawyer asked that his client’s
name be withheld. He served as an
R.A. for 2 1/2 years, before being
relieved of his duties this semester.
"It was my responsibility to
know that I was supposed to be a
regular full-time student, as per the
requirements of the R.A. job description," he said. ’However,
housing singled me out in this
case, deciding to terminate Inc because I did not meet this requirement."
He said that other R.A.’s in the
past have been allowed to hold
their positions despite not being
full-time students.
Scott said that before this past
winter break, the housing staff did
not have access to the master computer to monitor students’ pro-
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oppresses black people, said
Cubic.
"We can’t afford to have our
people in a stupor when we have
business to do," said Cubic.
"Namely, black liberation. If you
concerned
are
about
our destiny, then you should leave
that mess alone."
Cubic said that he has noticed a
double meaning "to everything out
there." The system uses one set of
standards for whites who use drugs
and another standard for blacks
who use drugs.
When drugs were a middle class
phenomenon, it was called "recreational" and white people were
given treatment. As cocaine became more popular and emerged in
the black community, Cubic said,
people’s perception of drugs
changed.
People now believe that "the
best treatment is to lock you up.
The war on drugs means that they
are going to lock your ass up in
jail. That’s the new treatment for
cocaine."

l he double standard also means
that some people are benefiting
from drugs while others are suffering.
"To the extent that black folks
stay sick will enable other folks to
make their Mercedes’ payments,"
he said. "They want us walking
around with the pipe in our
mouth.., and walking around like
zombies.
Gloria Baxter, a social worker at
a shelter that provides counseling
for youth and families, attributed
part of the drug problem to low
self-esteem in adolescents whom she sees as our "hope and
future."
Baxter cited a 1989 study which
shows that when children, both
white and black, are in kindergarten, 80 percent report feeling
good about themselves. By the
time they reach fifth grade, only 20
percent report feeling good about
themselves. By the time they are
seniors in high school, a mere 5
percent report feeling good about
themselves.
Baxter said that blacks suffer

State identifies
weak bridges
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Irmo low self-esteem more than
whites.
She said that college students
will affect tommorrow’s kids and
urged students in the audience to
"be a positive force in a kid’s
life."
Warren Grimes, the third
speaker in the symposium and a
counselor for STEPS., said that
blacks are not getting intervention
early on. And blacks that do go
through counseling have trouble
with treatment in white settings.
He said that most of the people he
counsels come from the courts.
jails and parole boards.
"Some of those people really
want help, and they aren’t getting
it," he said.
A student in the audience asked
the panel where they stood on the
issue of legalizing drugs. The
panel paused for a moment, looked
at each other and snickered.
"For us, that’s not even a relevant issue," Cubic said.
Baxter referred to the proposal
as "just another way of oppressing
the black people."
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Funhouse

Classified
Judy flyer at 298-0204
EXAM

Classified

FILES

from

Professors

phic materials, and editing 500
ices Final draught pre...Don
(415) 841.5038
ELECTROLYSIS CLINIC
Unwanted
heir removed forever by special.
1st Confidential Your very own
probe 247.7486. 335 5 Bsywood
Ave., San Jose

Spelt. Bookstore (downstairs’&

ANNOUNCEMENTS

HELP WANTED
Earn money reeding
books’ S32 yr Income potential
eat
ii) 602438-8885
Details

ATTENTION

February 14. 9-2 PM.
Student Union
FREE gifts. Saloons. music
S300 in prices!
OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY

BK4250
ATTENTION-HIRING’ 0001 obs your
area $17,840-189.484 Cell 1-602.
838-8885. text R4250

PRE -OT STUDENTS!’
Corms to SOT?,’. Social on
Feb 1314 Cal, 210,4 30 PM
FREE Raffle-Prizes(’
PERSONAL LOANS up to 82500’’"
(Sub)ect to credit approval) Call

AVOW’. Buy or sell Cell me hid.
(locel Avon Rep) 8 I will send
book to your home or business’
Super specials for everyone
Share the book with family, coworkers 8 friends 8 receive up to
50. off on your own order. Thank
you Also, good pantime income
forth. holidays Call JANE .1 251’

WASHINGTON

FEOSQUARE
ERAL Credit Union at (408) 9477273
STUDENT DENTAL OPTICAL PLAN
Enroll now’ Save your teeth, eyes
e nd mowy. loo Cleanings and
office visits at no charge For brochure we A S office (Student
Health Center) or call (406)3716811 in San Jose
VISA

MASTERCARD!! Even if
bankrupt or bad credit! We goer ant. you a Card or double your
money back. Call 1-805-682-7555.
OR

eel 141103,

5942
CHILD CARE -GROWING CENTER desires employees who can grow
with us Great opportunity for
early childhood major Fern while
you learn Minimum required 12
units Campbell. 5594161
CHILDCARE POSITION AVAILABLE
Smelting loving bebysitter to care
for my One yr old son in my home
on Wednesdays front 730 AM 12.30 PM and Fridays from 730
AM-2 30 PM to start immediately
Must have own transportation
Non-smoker Salary negotiable
References required Call Debbie

AUTOMOTIVE
SEIZED CARS. TRUCKS, 4w15ee1e05
TVs. stereo., furniture. computers by DEA, FBI. IRS end U S Cu.’
torn.

Awl’s., your area now
Call 1405462-7555. est C.1255

OW

.1 288.1076

COMPUTERS

etstt
CARE
COUNSELOR DIRECT
needed el local residential facilllies for young edulls 8 adolescents with autism & related disa-

INFERNO ABS
300 1200 2400 baud

bilities Fr 8 PT position. wail
Sterling 56-16 25 hr Call 14081

Merin -

total 1 IBM libraries. 25 phone
awe muffl-user chin 1408) 3953721. 408) 395-5378 1408) 929.9035, (415) 964-6083. (415)
8566748

FOR SALE
HOUSE FOR SALE tbr.tba,teflned
spe, polo palm walnut plum
trees 1150K Call Julia 81707.9.-

446-3953
for
HIRING
NOW
CRUISESH1PS
spring. Christmas and next summer breaks Many positions Call
1.805-662-7555 tort 5.1062
EARN UP TO 84.000 week by turning
on your answering mechlne For
information send .11 -addressed
TODD, 1977
kteffi.d envelope to
Heitngertner Ln 068, San Jose.

6713 Close to campus
MATTRESS SETS.. BEDS.. NEW’
Tenn eel 579. hill eel SW, qu.n
set S139, king set 8179 For both
pieces( Bunkbede 899. Dey bed.
599 S pc bedroom set 9199
Desks 174, dreseers 575. chest.
946. bed-frarn.. delivery.’ (415)
7440900
REPOSSFD VA
HUD HOMES wail
able from gwernmenl hoth It
without credit check You repair
Also It. delinquent foreciwures
Call 1.805-682.7555, Eel H1513
for repo 11.1

GREEK
OX TOOT! HAPPY VALENT1NE’s DAY.
unquenchably,
I LOVE you
Know why? Cauw trn p hound
dog

Aroorooroot - COPPER

Cs 95124
EARN 510004 WEEKLY. Make 5500
for every 100 .velopes stuffed
Send eelf.eddressed, stamped
envelope to Extra Income Unlitn.
ned. P0 Box 64899. Chicago. II

wriiwortori
HOUSEKEEPER 1 day week (6-8 hrs)
N Evergreen S Alum Rock Dulles. ywiturffing. bed.. laundry. 2
bffis, dishes, etc Eyes 272-1127
IRENE RECORD CO seeks crest’ce,
e ssertIve. well organized ’Memo
lor marketing II promotion Call
(S16)674.3229
KITCHEN HELPER WANTED MINATO
J apanese Reeleurent 617 N 6th
St JAPANTOWN Cell 996-9711
_

end aelt for JOANNE

8 ask for Rich Cl 727-0575
PART TIME AFTERNOON, extended
care teacher needed al high qual.
elementery
developmentel
school In Campbell Willow Glen
wee Cell KELLY at 377-1595 for
Ity

more Information

’ROAM apt pool nr Good Sam
ut11.377.90811
Hosp. 4350 mo
FOR RENT. large 2 bdrm 2 bath remodeled, clean and quiet Seco
rIty building. off street parking,

HAS ROMANCE GONE from your life?
Now you can find love, romance
or adventure as easily as picking
up your phone Dial 976-2002 lo
hear els exciting messages from

laundry facffilles, security entrance, carport, cable hookup,
780 S Ills St
or 280) 1724
8825 mu Call 2884157. John or

quality pewee, or you can record
your own message And with our
voice mail wrvIce, you don’t have
to leave your phone number on an
open line Call 14081 988-2523 for

Martha or please leave complete

Fw, PERSONA, (408) 453-0505
SECURITY OFFICERS s
NEED CASH?
CAVE SECURITY is hiring for lull
and pen lime positions
All shift. available
CAVE SECURITY
1700 WYATT DR . SANTA CLARA
Call 949.2283 8-4 PM for into
SMARTFOOD
WE’RE EATING AMERICA!
Co-op opportunity for fun, out.
going people w new co CAL
SNACKFOOD CO in field mktg
Accepting interviews
potation
Feb 13-17 (415)382-827310 meg
INFORMATION
UNION
STUDENT
CENTER is now hiring for work
study positions Contact the Student Union Director’s Office
COUNSELORS JOBS"
SUMMER
Boys Camp, W Massachusetts
Girls Gonne. Maine Top Solory
room board laundry, travel allowance Must love kids and have
skill In one of the following achy
Archery. Arts 6 Crafts,
lties
Baseball. Basketball, Bicycling.
Draws.
Dance,
Cheerleading,
Drums. Fencing. Golf. Guitar,
Gymnastics, Hockey, Horseback.
Karate. Lacrosse, Nature. Nurses.
Photography, PIano, Radio, Rock.
inn; Ropes. Sellboarding, Selling,
Soccer. TennIs Track
Scuba
WSI Watersia, Weights. Wood
MEN, call or write CAMP Wl
NADU, 5 Glen Lane Mernaroneck
381-5983
(914)
N V
10543
WOMEN, call or write CAMP
VEGA. P0 Box 1771, Ouxbury,

free details Call today. Someone
is welting to meet you. 14011) (415)
only 52
loll. II
976-2002 16

PERSONALS
BARE IT ALL’ Slop shaving welting,
tweezing or using chemical depth
tones Let me permanently remove your unwanted heir Ichin.

ny
LUTHERAN CAMPUS WORSHIP every
SUNDAY morning at 10 45 AM at
Campus Christian Center 10th &

bikini-tummy.moustache-bscketc.) 15% discount to students 8
faculty Cell before May 31.1990.
the lit appointment le 1 2 price

San Carlos For more information
about activities. call Rev Norb
Firnhaber .1 288-0201
TSHIRTS

-Unwanted hair dissappears mob
GWEN CHELGREN.
my care
R E 559-3500, 1645 S Bascom
HAIR
Campbell
Au..
mC.

Earn money for your ’,eternity,
sorority club or business by wil.
ing silk-screened T-Shirw with
your design or logo

TODAY GONE TOMORROW’

Call BRAINSTORM
CATHOLIC

NEWMAN

COMMUNITY

MASS on Sunday evenings al
6 356 BOO PM. Campus Christian
Center, 10th & San Carlos For
more info about other activities
call Fether Bob Leger or Sister

015)962-8801

SERVICES
EDITORIAL

RESEARCH SERVICES

Tutoring

consultation

billows.

458)948-1995. Mr *goers
VISA MASTERCARD’ No Credit Check
an exciting bus1nws opportu
nib’ FREE details. Diversified
Enters, 1545 W Hacienda Ave
Campbell, 95006, 374.4712

HOUSING
FEMALE CHRISTIAN

waTn

to stir 2

AUTO STEREO I sell K.woocl. Sony.
Vernal., Pioneer infinity Rock.
ford
Fosgate
linear
power
Zapco
more I give mator discounts to SJSU students only No
S Student I D re. lam wt..
Wed dealer alarms too Ca.
only Call me al home anytime.
MARC (415)79092921v mug

TYPING
AAAH’ Too many reports and not
enough time? RELAX and 1st ME
do the TYPING.’ Resumes. Wm
papers. theses, leffers, etc Gnat
& under -grad
Available days eves weekends by split Lew.
printer Call ANNA - 972-4992.
ABANDON THOSE FRUSTRATIONS
Trust pro
Reports, thews re*Limes. letters, mailings. etc
Spell grammar check Wordprocessing-WordPerfect 5 r posts.
cript law printer Close to cam.
pus
P U. del
avail
Student
discounts
EDP Services 2708014 EVELYN
ACADEMIC TYPING AT REASONA
BLE RATES -- Need our WO
Ouelity and accuracy guaranteed
We re fast, dependable grernmar

aware both college grads Specialty In Science end all English
subtects for thwes. papers, reports. resumes. etc Free proofing disk storage 251-0449

fliers etc I Call PATRICIA In WIL
LOW GLEN 14061 286-5688 (Nave
message)
FAST WORD PROCESSING’ 125 wpm
Quality solemnised Competitive

CALL LINDA TODAY for experienced
professional word processing
Theses term papers, group pro.
(Oct., etc All formate Including

student Pates Theses reports.
term papers legal documents
C8111408) 9845203 today’

APA Laser printer Quick return
Transcription services available

LISA S TYPING &
WORD PROCESSING SERVICE

Almaden Branahrn
264-4504

Tenn Papers

Cr"

(..oa) 984-5837

Phone
Theses

CALL MRS MORTON at 2664448 for
EDITING 8 WORD PROCESSING
ol term papers. research protects
8 resumes
er grammar,

Reports

11

Resumes
Personal Bus
Proposals

Fast.Expert-Dependeble
Night Saturdays Rush
Located in the
Santa Clem San Jose Area

Will

gledly assist
punctuation,
and
wntence structure (knowledge
Si. on Turebian. APA 8 Campbell
forme’s) Equipment used Word
Perfect & HPLaser Jetli Consider.

SERVICING

YOUR

WORD

PRO.

CESSING and Graphics needs
Call Kate al T.hnically Typing
Term ewers
14081 261-0750
The.... etc Lamer printer Free
grammar spell punc chwk Rea-

able business experience end for
mer English map,
WILLOW
GLEN area

sonable rates. quick ’unwound

COMPUTER FAST ACCUPATE war
Hamilton
8 Winchester
Cell
SHIRLEY at 379-3519 S2 per page
minimums pages

TYPING-

WORD PROCESSING

TERM PAPERS- REPORTS
RESUMES
THESES
TNT COMPUTER PROCESSING

ARE YOU CONCERNED about your
grades? Of course you are A
wally typed paper gets a higher
grade Error.free papers impress

(4081972.1563
TYPING WORD PROCESSING fast,
accurate reesonabie All types of
papers Spell chocking and proof

profs For this quality. cell WE’RE.
TYPE
(408) 972.4430

reeding Same day service Betty
2474068 Santa Clara

EDITORIAL

SERVICES WP.Pages
need polishing, Get help from a
Professional Twh Editor with
English Degree Word Processing

WORD

PROCESSING letter quality
printing cool. etc

CECILIA - (408)223-6102
procewing S14 hr $250
Word

(all formats) and Desktop Pub.
lishing (resumes
newsletters

page whichever is less’

40111111=11111M11111111111111111111=111111111111111=1=11111111MIN.mmiliammimeeimei
Print Your Ad Here
t
ecountappammarey 30181k". ’,I spaces (preach hne)
Ad Rates
I
Minimum three lines on one day

molo,
It
I

1111111111111,

’

II

I

Three
Two
One
Days
Days
IDay
I
lines $430 $530 $580
4 Lines
$530
$630 $680
I
Lines $630 $730 $770
6 Lines $720 $825 $870
I f ach Additional Line Add $1 00

Four
Days
$6 05
$705
$8.05

$8.95

Five
Days
$6 35
$730

9.8.25
$925

Ed,.
Day
$1 10
$1 30
$1 45
SI 60

B

Semester Rates (All Issues)

I

10.14 Lines $77 00
5-9 Lines $55 00
15 Plus Lines $9900

I

Phone 924-3277

,

1_111.1-1

I

I
i__J_____,
I
I
Print

I

Name,

I
.

Address

Phone_
I

I

Zip

City P. Stale

Me 02332 (617) 934-6536
829.180
THE COLLEGIATE DREAM
per hour part time A dream come
Clearbrook of Caltfornia
true
looking for marketing reps Cell

STEREO

Roberts Bookstore

message

PERSONA Is part of an INT’L NETWORK with offices worldwide In
the Bay Ares. Were looking for
people interested In Solos, And.
Engr Adrian Support 8 Bilingual
English Wigan.. positions No

-

Aaron Malchow

neering courses, EIT. Ceiculus,
DE, LA, Gen 8 0-Chew. Physics.
etc 24 different books avsilable at

OFFICE CLERK WNTD. for permanent
part time work 58 hr answer 9’
line phone. data entry. type 40
wpm, filing Call tor appointment

- 11-7-

51

throughout USA Exam problems
with professors own detailed solutions Available for 8 engi-

STUDENT SERVICES HAS HEART
Corn* to information Day

In the shadows

aren’t meeting a standard and develop a standard and then help staff
in meeting that," Scott said.
"Some people don’t agree with
that and have made decisions to
move on to other positions or to
leave their positions."
Scott said that the R.A.’s have
started an input team. so they can
meet every two weeks to evaluate
the system. All things considered,
she is happy with the progress of
the R. A. ’s in the new system.
"I think they are doing an outstanding job," Scott said. "Although there are people who are
dissatisfied, there are also many
people that are satisfied

grains. However, she said that the
housing administrators now have
access to the c puter and are taking steps to inform the R.A.’s of
the requirements.
"We’re right in the process right
now of dealing with those staff that
don’t meet that minimum, sonic of
whom have no credit and have
since been released," Scott said.
The former R.A. said that he
signed a contract to last the year.
and that it isn’t right for him to be
released halfway through it. Ile
SACRAMENT() IAP) - The
said he was supposed to receive
state has identified 392 highway
$400 a month for his duties, plus
bridges and viaducts that need
free room and board in the dorms.
strengthening to prevent severe
He said he hasn’t received com- damage
in a large earthquake.
pensation since November 1989.
Department of Transportation
Najjar said it was a personnel officials
reported Thursday that the
matter and wouldn’t confirm those 392
were culled from a list of some
Marcia Lepler - Daily stab photographer
figures.
2,5(1) structures statewide that
Scott, who has been at SJSU for
Art students I.inda Milberg. center. chooses the pow uhile Janice
have single-column
a year and a half, said she is trying cost of upgrading supports. The
Ming. left, and Kris hindblade trace her shado% on the paper.
them
all
was
esto build a strong housing program.
timated at $142.7 million.
In order to do so, she said she had
to develop a system and adhere to
it.
Maguire & Mehallo
"As I have taken responsibility Seven Second Delay
for the program. I’ve had to take a
OPEiviO6
Llift
pulass
look at the various areas that we Sreq41016e£ or SAITN
Ricqn- Aow LITT

Drugs: low self-esteem a problem’
I II? I

7

SPARTAN DAILY

I

I

Enclosed is $

I

Circles Clossificallon
Announcements

I

Automotive

Greek

services

Help Wanted

Stereo
Travel

Computers

Housing

I

[ or Sale

Lost & Found
Personal

ill

lint’s

13.i, .

I
.
I

I

I

i or

1 ypng
I
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SEND CHECK MONEY ORDER

Classified Desk located Inside WLN IN

OP CASH TO
SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
San Jose State University
San Jose California 95192 0149

emme

Deadline Two days prior to publication
Consecutive publication dates only
No refunds On cancelled ads

um imessmmeimmemm nor

I

I
I
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SPARTAN DAILY

WEDNESDAY. FR:it:MARY 14

1990

Remember your Sweetheart

pi(

February 12-17
Film

Clothin.

Clearance Sale

30% Off

Gifts
DON’T LET YOUR
GIFT GO EMPTY!

711 7’ (11+

2nd Set of Prints!
Bring in your color film for
developing & printing at
the regular price., Get a
Second Set of Prints

All Winter
Sweaters

FILL THESE CONTAINERS
WITH CANDY

FREE

VASES, JEWELREY BOXES, MUGS,
BASKETS, DECORATIVE BAGS
& BOXES

Kodacolor, Fuji or other standard color print film
110, 126, 135 or Disc film sizes
Glossy borderless prints
Prints are dated
2 12217

General Su lies
ALL FRAMES

Cand
isle

SINCE

General Books
SPECIAL VALUES

In The General Supplies Department

LARGE SELECTION OF HARDCOVER
LITERATURE WITH CLASSICAL TITLES

Gemline & Burnes of Boston

MISS SAY I, 0 ItS

Assorted Sizes and Styles

HEART BOXES
OF CANDY FROM

VALENTINES TAFFY
Sugar Free

$3.25-$11.95

$4.55

HEART BOXED CHOCOLATE
Sugar Free

r-

1,11,104WIlaff

.......

EDGAR
MAN
’IC

REASONABLY PRICED

30% Off

$7.50

c.0

$4.98-$12.98

Coffege Store Festiva
10am-6pm ON THE SIDEWALK

February 12-15

Gifts

Say Happy
Valentines’ Day The
contemporary
Way...

Electronics
College Store Festival
Februray 12th through 15th
Ti Spell Checker

TI 68

TICollegiate

$69.95
Your Choice

TI 35+, BA -35,
TI 34SLR

$49.95

$20.95

Your choice
Register to win

Aiwa CSDXL25
Toshiba sound jacket
HP 215
Sharp Wizard

Also featuring Sharp, Casio, HP,
Sony, Aiwa, Eveready, TDK, etc...

TEXAS
INSTRUMENTS

(10
MAt RICAN CALE INGS
’II

Mcntt.[Cord

Silk (1..11. 1,1111,

VISA
1.411111.11(

Limited to stock on hand

An A

41..I.1111,11

924-1800

itional 10% Off Cash S Check purchases on the soclewalk only

B OHOOKUSRTSO.R E

SPARTAN BOOKSTORE
*SERVICE IS OUR MAJOR*

MON-THURS
Fri
Sat

7:15a.m. - 7p.m.
7:15a.m. - 5p.m.
10a.m. - 4p.m.

